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Nearly 180 members! 
Each member declares a primary affiliation 
and up to 3 secondary affiliations

Rachel 
Street

Federica Bianco

Transients & Variable Stars  
collaboration co-chairs

S. Valenti

Ashish 
Mahabal
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Dark energy and dark matter (via measurements of strong and weak lensing, 
large-scale structure, clusters of galaxies, and supernovae) 

Exploring the transient and variable universe  

Studying the structure of the Milky Way galaxy and its neighbors via resolved 
stellar populations 

An inventory of the Solar System, including Near Earth Asteroids and Potential 
Hazardous Objects, Main Belt Asteroids, and Kuiper Belt Objects

Science Drivers
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Dark energy and dark matter (via measurements of strong and weak lensing,   
large-scale structure, clusters of galaxies, and supernovae) 

Exploring the transient and variable universe  

Studying the structure of the Milky Way galaxy and its neighbors via resolved 
stellar populations  

An inventory of the Solar System, including Near Earth Asteroids and Potential 
Hazardous Objects, Main Belt Asteroids, and Kuiper Belt Objects moving objects

Science Drivers
all relevant to transients + variable Universe!
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http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~digel/ObservingStrategy/whitepaper/LSST_Observing_Strategy_White_Paper.pdf 

https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy 

a science based evaluation  
of the proposed LSST 
observing strategies

OBSERVING 
STRATEGY 
WHITE PAPER

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~digel/ObservingStrategy/whitepaper/LSST_Observing_Strategy_White_Paper.pdf
https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy
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awesome 
exoplanets 

science

awesome  
SN science

            The success of TRANSIENTS & VARIABLES related science  
is tied to cadence choices 
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Classification  
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Classification  
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periodic recurring fast slow 

different variable and transient phenomena benefit from different observing strategies
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periodic recurring fast slow 

color or sampling? (SN/GW vs GRB)  

dense sampling or duration? (SN vs TDE/LBV) 

context information-location/host/neighboring stars (Ia vs CC)

different variable and transient phenomena benefit from different observing strategies
metrics leverage either color or sampling density
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periodic recurring fast slow 

planets 

EB 

periodic variables
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periodic recurring fast slow 

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density

            can you identify periodic transients?

1                                     10

Lund+ 2016

LombScargle periodogram 
sampling regular to 0.1 days sampling regular to 1 days

Period (days)1                                     10Period (days)

single band sampling regularity  
or reliable SED models and sampling in any band
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periodic recurring fast slow 

For a given point in the sky, a series of periods are 
randomly selected (by default, 5 periods), with a default 
minimum of 3 days and maximum of 35 days. The largest 
phase gap for each period is calculated, and the metric plots 
the median (Figure 5.2) and maximum (Figure 5.3) of this 
subset of values that contains the maximum phase gap per 
period. The Phase Gap Metric is part of varMetrics. 

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density

            can you identify periodic transients?
single band sampling regularity  
or reliable SED models and sampling in any band
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periodic recurring fast slow 

SN precursors 

recurring variables
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periodic recurring fast slow 
            can you see SN precursors?

depends on regular sampling any band

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density
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periodic recurring fast slow 

minutes flickering in dwarf novae/novalikes, pulsations in accreting WD in the 
instability strip, orbital periods of AM CVn systems

hours orbital periods of novae

days normal outburst lengths of dwarf novae

weeks
outburst length of superoutbursts in short orbital period dwarf novae, 
outburst recurrence in short orbital period dwarf novae 

months normal outburst length of dwarf novae

years outburst recurrence of longer period dwarf novae, the decline in 
novae

            can you detect/classify CV?

all CVs are bluer during 
outburst and high states of 
accretion (u-g filters). 
		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	&	color
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periodic recurring fast slow 

young transients 

GRB 

kilonovae 

early features in long transients
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periodic recurring fast slow 

young transients 

GRB 

kilonovae 

early features in long transients

for early classification the history of the pixel would not be available
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periodic recurring fast slow 

            can you separate young transients?
rapid single band sampling at early time

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time
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periodic recurring fast slow 

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time

Gap b/w observations

Days since explosion
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periodic recurring fast slow 

Median Intra-Night Gap in hours

r band            r band            

Median Inter-Night Gap in days
Days since explosion

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time

Gap b/w observations
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periodic recurring fast slow 

GRB afterglow θj = 4o
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Distinguishing orphan 
afterglows from on-axis GRB 
- baryon loading
- constraints on the jet opening

GRBTransientMetric replaces the linearly rising and decaying 
lightcurve in TransientMetric with the F ∼ t−α decay 
characteristic of on-axis afterglows. 
->fraction of events which have at least one, two, or three 
detections in any single filter 

            can you detect different GRBs?
single band sampling at early time

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time
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periodic recurring fast slow 
6.5 Gravitational Wave Sources 
Raffaella Margutti, Zoheyr Doctor, Wen-fai Fong, 
Zoltan Haiman, Vassiliki Kalogera, Virginia Trimble, 
Bevin Ashley Zauderer 

            can you detect kilonovae?
rapid single band sampling in red filters 
color to reject false positives

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time	&	color
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periodic recurring fast slow 

		Leveraging	sampling/density	&	color	at	early	time

1. “Shock cooling” measures the radius of 
the exploding star 

2. Interaction with a companion constrains 
progenitors models 

3. Probes circumstellar material reflecting 
activity of the progenitor before death 

Observations of light curve ~days-
weeks after explosion provide key 
information about SNe and their 

progenitors
Kasen 10, Bianco+11

Modjaz+09
(T. Piro’s LSST revolution talk)

            can you detect fast 
components in slower light 

curves?
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periodic recurring fast slow 

		Leveraging	color	at	early	time

            can you detect 
companion interaction 
or breakout cooling?

color at early time
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periodic recurring fast slow 

            can you see/rule out SLSN double peak?
single band sampling at early time

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density	at	early	time
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periodic recurring fast slow 

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/Transient_w_color.ipynb

number of fields w 3 observations in 2 bands in 1 night

Maria's slides

            can you detect fast components in 
slower light curves?

color at early time

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/Transient_w_color.ipynb
https://sites.northwestern.edu/lsstcsupernovae17ciera/files/2016/12/Maria-Drout-23q61er.pdf
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periodic recurring fast slow 

TDE 

LBV 

AGN
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periodic recurring fast slow 
            can you distinguish TDEs?

long term sampling with some color info

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density

• slow evolving 
• constant color 
• t -5/3 decay  
• early time deviations diagnose star density
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periodic recurring fast slow 
            can you distinguish TDEs?

long term sampling with some color info

		Leveraging	sampling	rate/density

other slow varying transients that benefit from long term observations: LBV

• slow evolving 
• constant color 
• t -5/3 decay  
• early time deviations diagnose star density
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discuss!!

microlensing by strings 

YSO 

eruptions 

magnetically active stars

ILOTs

microlensing by planets 
chaotic eruptions


